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bility for governmental relations, specifically including
involvement in financial reimbursement interactions with
the federal government, and public education through
the maintenance of a vigorous and updated website for
patient education, as well as participation in other patient
education activities. The SVS agreed to concern itself pri-
marily with the education and certification of vascular
surgery trainees and with research matters. The two
Societies will continue to jointly administer our publica-
tion, the Journal of Vascular Surgery, and will maintain a
joint annual meeting. 
The NA-ISCVS leadership also concluded that the
time had come for a name change. Our name had always
been too long to be conveniently stated, and in recent
years the public and, arguably more important, the gov-
ernment have often questioned the meaning of the word
International in the name. Those representing the mem-
bership often found themselves on the defensive having to
explain the limited relationship to the ISCVS, an umbrella
organization of seven world chapters, and the differentia-
tion between this and other cardiovascular groups. The
name selected, the American Association for Vascular
Surgery (AAVS), clearly gives us a national reference and
makes it clear to all that we do indeed represent American
vascular surgeons.
The governing council of the Society is currently
being modified to incorporate permanent representatives
of nine strong regional and national vascular Societies in
the United States and Canada. It is envisioned that the
AAVS will serve as an umbrella organization coordinating
the functions of the nine other Societies. The new AAVS
will continue to function as a chapter in the ISCVS. The
new name and focus were approved by vote of our mem-
bership at the annual meeting in Toronto in June 2000.
New bylaws are currently being written to incorporate the
aforementioned changes. An Education Committee is at
work to update our website activities.
Thus, as we enter the new millennium, we do so with a
significant restructuring of our two national vascular soci-
eties. The aims and objectives of the Societies have been
more precisely focused, as has the division of labor between
the two. The newly formatted AAVS will have specific
responsibility to care for the needs of the practicing vascular
surgeon. It is intended that our refocused society will serve
to raise the awareness of our profession in the eyes of the
For the past half century, American vascular surgeons
have been served by two national societies, the Society for
Vascular Surgery (SVS), founded in 1946, and the North
American Chapter of the International Society for
Cardiovascular Surgery (NA-ISCVS), which held its
founding meeting in 1952. In 1975, the governance of
these two Societies was combined with the formation of
the Joint Council of the Vascular Surgical Societies.
Subsequently, the governance of both Societies passed
almost completely to the Joint Council. In recent years, it
became increasingly obvious that the Joint Council had
become overburdened and increasingly ineffective. Some
of the leaders of the two Societies concluded the dual soci-
ety structure was redundant and suggested amalgamation
into a single Society. It is important to note that the
founding principles of the two Societies were different.
The SVS was founded by academicians and has always
maintained a focus on academic affairs, including research,
training, and recently, certification. The SVS has main-
tained restrictive membership requirements significantly
weighted toward scientific publications and other acade-
mic achievements. The NA-ISCVS, on the other hand, has
always been an organization whose membership has been
open to a broad spectrum of vascular surgeons and whose
founding objective has been to serve the needs of practic-
ing vascular surgeons. Unfortunately, over the years this
separation of function had blurred to the point of imper-
ceptibility due primarily to the agreement to share gover-
nance through the Joint Council. 
After much debate and consideration of the current
structure, the needs of our members, and the many issues
currently facing vascular surgeons, it was decided by the
Councils of the Societies to continue with two Societies
rather than to form a single Society. It was further con-
cluded that each Society will function independently and
assume responsibility for specific areas and that the Joint
Council will be transformed into a Strategic Planning
Committee, with more an advisory than legislative func-
tion. The NA-ISCVS agreed to assume primary responsi-
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public and the government, be an advocate for our members
concerning reimbursement issues, foster the implementation
of new technology as appropriate for the treatment of our
patients, articulate the issues of vascular surgeons to mem-
bers of other medical disciplines with whom we interface in
the management of vascular diseases, and lead the effort to
educate our populace about the causes, prevention, diagno-
sis, and treatments of vascular diseases.
Finally, it is noted that the pattern of the practice of
medicine in America is in the midst of a wrenching change
from private practice to a presently undefined form of pre-
paid care with significant governmental participation.
Although the final structure has not yet evolved, it clearly
will represent a radical change from the past. Hopefully,
our restructured Society will be in a position to better
address the needs of vascular surgeons and patients during
this critical time of transition.
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CORRECTION
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